You’re on a mission to create change.
We’re beside you, making it happen.

DONOR ADVISED FUNDS
SOLUTION
Align your development and grantmaking efforts with
a self-serve solution for keeping your donor community
more engaged.

W

ith reSolved’s all-in-one solution for DAFs, you can bring greater efficiency
to managing the full lifecycle of the world’s fastest-growing charitable
giving vehicle. Whether or not you already have a GMS in place, you can

align all your giving efforts while better engaging your donors in ways they now expect.
Used by some of North America’s largest community foundations and built on the highlyrated SmartSimple Cloud, you will gain a comprehensive, fully branded hub that is secure,
intuitive-to-use, and accessible from anywhere, anytime.

STRENGTHEN FUNDHOLDER ENGAGEMENT WHILE KEEPING THEM UPTO-DATE

•

Give everyone in your donor community their own personalized,
self-serve portal with intuitive access to the information they need
through any browser.

•

Make grant recommendations and contributions easy for your
donors, and promote new or priority giving opportunities that align
with their interests.

•

Deepen your engagement with your donor community by featuring
upcoming events and donor resources within their portal.

GIVE YOUR DONORS COMPLETE VISIBILITY OVER THEIR FUNDS

•

Drive greater transparency with donors by providing them
convenient ways to see how their funds are being utilized and
generating impact.

•

Offer donors access to real-time fund balances and giving history,
as well as amounts available to grant, pending grants, and total
granted.

•

Simplify how donors obtain their financial statements with the
option of mapping their contributions to global frameworks like the
UN SDGs.
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REDUCE DAF ADMINISTRATION WHILE MAXIMIZING INVESTMENT POOLS

•

Save precious time by streamlining how your team manages donor advised
requests, so you have more time to focus on engaging key donors and
growing funding pools.

•

Take advantage of robust, fully automated reporting capabilities to
dramatically reduce headaches in providing year-end financial statements
and more.

•

Protect your donor data with best-in-class security and encryption
capabilities that meet even the most demanding information security needs.

•

Integrate with other systems you use like Salesforce, QuickBooks, and
Microsoft Dynamics, or services like Candid GuideStar to improve
evaluating donor recommendations.

•

Multilingual and multicurrency capabilities are available

There is no limit to what you can achieve
with SmartSimple Cloud
SmartSimple Cloud’s configuration-based platform
enables you to endlessly tailor and extend your
system to achieve your current and future needs
as they evolve – all under one roof. Not only will
your entire organization benefit from a personalized, holistic solution that is
configured for your people, community, and process, you will avoid the costliness
and uncertainty of maintaining custom-built software.

READY TO SEE MORE?
Connect with our team at info@re-solved.ca to
schedule a demo and see how our solution can
improve your business intelligence efforts.
reSolved partners with organizations that do good, so they can be better.
Because we believe there is always a better way. We empower our clients to
deliver greater impact now and into the future, by making their technology work
for them and by bringing their people, processes, and meaningful results into
focus. We give our clients the tools and knowledge to do what they do, better and more
efficiently.
Our team has implemented best-in-class technologies for some of the largest, high profile
philanthropic organizations, multinational corporations, government agencies, and
research institutions, bringing decades of deep knowledge and expertise to help them
create lasting change. We maintain an alliance with SmartSimple that enables us to
leverage the dynamic flexibility of the SmartSimple Cloud platform to deliver advanced,
collaborative solutions.
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